Listener Sarah is considering religious life, but she has a life-threatening peanut allergy and wonders if the needs that spring from that will bar her from community life and the apostolate.

"The common life doesn't mean that we all have to be a certain way and all of our health has to be absolutely perfect — I mean, I don't know of any human being that could achieve that," says co-host Immaculate Heart of Mary Sr. Maxine Kollasch.

Franciscan Sr. Shannon Shrein talks about how her own chronic health condition has affected her life as a nun. "It gives us a tenderness and a heart for those that have an illness or issue that they can't control unless with discipline," Sister Shannon says. "And that's a good thing and a gift, I think."

Click here to listen to the full "Ask Sister" podcast where this clip is from.

_GSR shares clips from our friends at A Nun's Life Ministry. Check out full episodes of all their podcasts (Ask Sister, In Good Faith, Random Nun Clips and more, like the archived Motherhouse Road Trips) on their website, ANunsLife.org._